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Department officials, and their comments have been considered in preparing this report.
Their complete written response is attached to this report.
I trust that this report contains information that is of interest to you. If you have any
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AUDIT REPORT IN BRIEF
According to the State Education Department (SED), research indicates that class size
reduction in early grades (kindergarten to third grade) leads to higher student achievement. To
reduce class size, the State passed legislation to create the Early Grade Class Size Reduction
program (EGCSR). In 2007, EGCSR funding was incorporated into State Foundation Aid.
Foundation Aid funding is used for increases in general operating costs and ongoing programs,
with the major part of the funding also subject to the provisions of the State’s 2007 Contracts for
Excellence legislation. That legislation required DOE to develop a five-year plan to reduce class
size. DOE’s plan was approved on November 19, 2007, and DOE continues to receive EGCSR
funds to reduce class size in kindergarten to third grade.
Although the State combined EGCSR funding with Foundation Aid in 2007, during
Fiscal Year 2008, DOE administered the program under the original funding requirements. The
EGCSR program used both State and federal funds, each funding stream having its own program
requirements. State funds must be used where space (capacity) is available to create new
classrooms and reduce class size to an average of 20 or fewer students. New classes are defined
as classes created in addition to those that would have existed without the EGCSR funds. DOE is
precluded from using EGCSR funds to supplant (substitute for) City tax levy money that would
normally pay for classrooms. In Fiscal Year 2008, DOE received approximately $88.8 million
from the State and supplemented the program with $14.9 million in federal contributions and
$76.2 million in City tax levy funds to maintain the total EGCSR classrooms established in
previous years. The total of these funds, $179.9 million, was to be used to create approximately
1,600 additional classes, with an expectation of reducing the average early grade class size to 20
students.
The objective of this audit was to determine whether those schools that received EGCSR
funding created the number of classrooms required to reduce class size.

Audit Findings and Conclusions
During Fiscal Year 2008, DOE did not spend $48.4 million (26.9 percent) of the $179.9
million of EGCSR funds in accordance with EGCSR guidelines and fell significantly short of
providing the required number of additional classrooms paid for with State EGCSR funds. DOE
used nearly $46.8 million of the $179.9 million earmarked for reducing early grade class size to
supplant $46.8 million in tax levy funds. By using EGCSR funds in place of tax levy funds,
schools free-up less restrictive money to spend on other budget items instead of further reducing
classroom averages.
The $46.8 million should have been spent on creating an additional 414 general education
classes at 245 schools across the City, but these funds were improperly used to pay for teacher
positions that would have existed without the EGCSR program. The tax levy monies that should
have been spent to pay those salaries were spent on other budget items.
Of the total $46.8 million that was misused, 115 elementary schools used more than
$17.9 million to supplant tax levy funds instead of creating 159 additional classes, even though
they had the need and capacity to add classrooms. An additional $21 million was improperly
allocated to 108 schools that did not have the capacity to add 185 additional classrooms. Finally,
$7.9 million was given to 46 schools to add 70 additional classrooms, which already had class
sizes of 20 students or less in kindergarten to third grade and consequently had no need of
additional EGCSR funding.
In addition, 15 schools misspent $1.6 million, claiming to have spent it on per diem
absence coverage, cluster teachers, and teacher removals (transfers, resignations, maternity
leave, etc.) instead of using the funds to create 14 new classrooms.
DOE could have reduced average class size for general education in kindergarten through
third grade if new classes had been created. DOE’s insufficient monitoring and planning, and
poor allocation of funds, however, significantly contributed to the failure to create the required
number of classrooms. Furthermore, enhanced ISC oversight could have identified schools that
received EGCSR funds but did not comply with early grade guidelines, lacked the capacity to
add classrooms, or did not need additional classrooms.
Audit Recommendations
Since DOE now states that it conforms to the more flexible federal EGCSR guidelines,
the audit’s recommendations address the new federal policy in place as of Fiscal Year 2009. We
make 8 recommendations to the DOE Central Office (Central) and Integrated Service Centers
(ISCs), among them that:
DOE Central should:

 Continue to give priority to new classroom formation.
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 Require schools to prepare a formal annual plan detailing whether funds will be used
to add classrooms or to fund push-in teachers.

 Require ISCs to monitor the use of EGCSR funding to verify that it is in accordance
with the plans established by those schools within their districts.
ISCs should:

 Closely monitor the schools that plan to add a classroom to ensure that funds are used
only to create classrooms additional to those that would have existed without the
EGCSR funds.

 Make use of Enrollment, Capacity, and Utilization Reports and projected enrollments
for those schools that plan to add a push-in teacher to determine whether an additional
classroom can be added instead.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
The DOE provides primary and secondary education to over one million New York City
students (from pre-kindergarten to grade 12) in more than 1,500 schools in districts within 10
regions. It prepares elementary and middle school students to meet grade level standards in
reading, writing, and mathematics, and high school students to pass Regents exams and to meet
specific graduation requirements.
According to the SED, research indicates that class size reduction in early grades
(kindergarten to third grade) leads to higher student achievement. To reduce class size, the State
Legislature created the EGCSR program through an amendment of Section 3602 of the State
Education Law. Section 3602(37) was later repealed by the passage of Chapter 57 of the New
York State Laws of 2007, and EGCSR funding was incorporated into State Foundation Aid.
Foundation Aid funding is used for increases in general operating costs and ongoing programs,
with the major part of the funding also subject to the provisions of the State’s 2007 Contracts for
Excellence. That legislation required DOE to develop a five-year plan to reduce class size.
DOE’s plan was approved on November 19, 2007, and DOE continues to receive EGCSR funds
to reduce class size in kindergarten to third grade.
The EGCSR program uses both State and federal funds, each funding stream having its
own program requirements. State funds must be used where space (capacity) is available to
create new classrooms and reduce class size to an average of 20 or fewer students. New classes
are defined as classes created in addition to those that would have existed without the EGCSR
funds. DOE is precluded from using EGCSR funds to supplant (substitute for) City tax levy
money that would normally pay for classrooms. Also, State EGCSR funds cannot be used to
support a teacher who shares a classroom with a teacher supported by tax levy funds.
For the previous seven years, the State has provided $88.8 million to fund approximately
1,600 EGCSR classrooms annually. To counter rising costs, DOE has contributed additional tax
levy and federal funds to sustain State EGCSR program efforts. In Fiscal Year 2008, DOE
supplemented the program with $14.9 million in federal contributions and $76.2 million in City
tax levy funds. The total of these funds, $179.9 million referred to as State EGCSR funds, was to
be used to create approximately 1,600 additional classes, with an expectation of reducing the
average early grade class size to 20 students.
Although the State combined EGCSR funding in Foundation Aid in 2007, during Fiscal
Year 2008, the year covered by this audit, DOE administered the program under the original
funding requirements. In Fiscal Year 2009, DOE combined the State and federal programs and
now operates the program under federal guidelines, which are more flexible. EGSCR funding
can now be used either to reduce class size or to add “push-in” teachers—teachers who share a
classroom with another teacher and who provide extra academic support to individuals or small
groups of students.
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Several factors are considered in determining how EGCSR funds are distributed, such as
building capacity, average class size, academic performance, and overall projected enrollment.
Each borough has its own Integrated Service Center (ISC), which provides assistance with
mandated and operational services to all schools in the borough.1 The ISC works directly with
Principals to ensure that services are effectively delivered to the schools. With regard to
EGCSR, ISCs and school Principals work together to determine whether a school should be
eligible to receive EGCSR funding.

Objective
The objective of this audit was to determine whether those schools that received State
EGCSR funding created the number of classrooms required to reduce class size.

Scope and Methodology
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. This audit was conducted in
accordance with the audit responsibilities of the City Comptroller as set forth in Chapter 5, §93,
of the New York City Charter.
The subject of this audit was the $179.9 million used to create approximately 1,600
additional classrooms. The scope of this audit was July 1, 2007, to June 30, 2008 (Fiscal Year
2008). To achieve our audit objectives, we reviewed the 2007-2008 Class Size Report—Detailed
School Level Data,2 Summary of School Allocation Memorandum No. 2 (SAM), Fiscal Year 2008
Early Grade Class Size Reduction, the DOE Budget Operations and Review final EGCSR
allocation for 2007–2008, the New York City Five Year Class-Size Reduction Plan (updated
November 8, 2007), and Section 3602(37) of the Education Law.
To obtain an understanding of DOE’s administration of the EGCSR program, we
interviewed DOE officials, including each of the five ISC Deputy Executive Directors, an
Assistant Budget Director from Budget Operations and Review, and the Auditor General. We
also interviewed officials responsible for compiling the DOE 2007-2008 Class Size Report. We
documented our understanding through written narrative and flowcharts.
1

ISCs also offer schools assistance with most mandated and operational services, including human
resources, payroll, budget and procurement, transportation, food services, facilities’ extended use, grant
management, technology, health, student suspensions, safety, youth development, legal counseling, and
special education. The Staten Island ISC also services districts 17, 18, 20, 21, and 22 in Brooklyn.
2

The Detailed School Level Data report contains average class sizes for each school, broken down by grade
and program type (General Education, Self-Contained Special Education, Collaborative Team Teaching)
for kindergarten through ninth grade.
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Information pertaining to elementary schools published in the Class Size Report (which is
mandated by the City Council) was obtained from the DOE Automate The Schools (ATS)
system. The Student Population Unit of the Office of the Auditor General (OAG) performs an
October 31 Annual Register Verification to ensure the accuracy of the information in ATS. This
information directly affects budget allocations as well as class size data reporting. The 20072008 Class Size Report presented data as of January 23, 2008, and reflects register adjustments
made after the October 31 Annual Register Verification. Consequently, we relied on the integrity
of the information as verified by the OAG and did not independently test the data.
To determine whether schools that received EGSCR funding created all the classrooms
required, we reviewed the 2007-2008 Class Size Report and omitted grades four through twelve.
We omitted Gifted and Talented, Self Contained (special education), and Collaborative Team
Teaching (team teaching) classes to focus on only general education classes for our tests. We then
omitted all schools that did not receive EGCSR funding.
DOE’s Look-Up Chart was used to determine the number of classrooms that would have
been funded without the EGCSR program (i.e., strictly through tax levy funds).3 (See Attachment I
for the Look-Up Chart.) We then used the final EGCSR allocation obtained from Budget Operations
and Review, and added the number of EGCSR classes allocated to the number of tax levy classes to
arrive at the total number of classes each source of funding should have created citywide. We then
compared the total number of classes a given school was required to create to the number of classes
reported for that school on the Class Size Report to determine whether EGCSR funds were used to
create classrooms additional to those paid for with tax levy funds.
For the schools where EGCSR funds were not used to create new classrooms, we reviewed
Galaxy, the DOE on-line Budget Tracking System, to determine whether the EGCSR funds were
appropriately budgeted for teachers in dedicated EGCSR classrooms and not used to pay for other
teachers or for other school business. Further, we consulted the DOE 2007–2008 Enrollment,
Capacity, and Utilization Report to determine whether those schools had the capacity to add an
additional class. Finally, for schools that had capacity but did not add a classroom, we analyzed
each grade, from kindergarten to third grade, to determine whether an additional class was
actually needed to reduce class size.
To assess the reliability of DOE’s Automate the Schools system, Galaxy (on-line Budget
Tracking System) and Enrollment, Capacity, and Utilization Report, we talked with Department
officials about data quality control procedures and reviewed relevant documentation.

3

A Look-Up Chart is used by DOE officials to determine the number of classes by correlating specific
numbers of tax levy and program classes with specific enrollment levels. For example, if a school has 128
students in first grade, using DOE’s standard allocation methodology of 25 students to one class, the LookUp chart would show that the school should have five classes funded with tax levy funds. If the school was
to receive EGCSR funds, an additional (sixth) class should be funded to comply with the goal of 20
students per class.
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Discussion of Audit Results
The matters covered in this report were discussed with DOE officials during and at the
conclusion of this audit. A preliminary draft report was sent to these officials and discussed at an
exit conference held on August 14, 2009. On August 18, 2009, we submitted a draft report to
DOE with a request for comments. We received a written response from DOE on September 1,
2009.
DOE officials stated in the response that “we do not understand the purpose of this audit.
The Comptroller has elected to assess the Department’s compliance with a State grant program
that does not exist. As the Comptroller acknowledges, the grant funding . . . was discontinued
after 2006-2007 school year. The Comptroller has audited the Department’s administration of
this program in the 2007-2008 school year, after the Program ceased to exist. [Emphasis in
original.] Accordingly, the Department rejects the Comptroller’s findings and
recommendations.”
DOE officials further responded that the audit’s methodology was faulty since the
auditors relied upon information that became available well after funding allocations were made.
They stated that the auditors evaluated the program’s results using actual audited enrollment
data, while DOE had to allocate funds based on inexact projections. They further asserted that
the 2007-2008 Enrollment, Capacity and Utilization Report alone was not sufficient to determine
a school’s capacity to create new classrooms, that the report was not available when allocations
were made, and that the Comptroller’s methodology essentially ignored these timing issues.
We believe that in dismissing our findings DOE also dismisses its own responsibilities.
The DOE response attempts to cloud the serious issues raised in the report by asserting that the
program simply did not exist. Although the specific EGCSR legislation was repealed, DOE was
required by new legislation, Contracts for Excellence, to develop a five-year class size reduction
plan. That plan, as written by DOE and approved by the State on November 19, 2007,
specifically stated that “the Department continues to be committed to reducing class size in early
grades (i.e., grades K-3) via the Early Grade Class Size Reduction program.” This commitment
was reflected in DOE’s own guidelines issued for the year in question, which state that the
EGCSR allocation “remains separate in light of that requirement.” Those very guidelines were
used in this audit to measure DOE’s performance. They clearly state, “Former State funds must
be used to reduce class size to an average of 20 or fewer students and must be used to create new
classes. . . . Funds cannot be used to create classes that already have to be organized because of
other programs.”
Furthermore, a systematic evaluation of the results of any government program is an
essential component of good management. Had DOE performed such an evaluation in previous
years, the vast majority of the $48 million cited in this report could have been used for creating
additional classrooms where they were needed. Since DOE did not ensure that schools used
EGCSR funds as planned and did not detect misuse of those funds, we question how much of
$1.03 billion in EGCSR funds allocated by DOE during the previous seven years was spent for
purposes other than those originally intended.
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Moreover, our audit measured the results of DOE’s actions after the funds were allocated
to determine whether schools actually used EGCSR funding as intended. While DOE claims the
information used in the analysis was available only after the allocations had already been made,
there was no evidence to suggest that DOE had ever previously performed a school level
evaluation to verify that the schools receiving EGCSR funds spent the funds in conformance
with EGCSR requirements.
As this report indicates, DOE fell seriously short of affording children in kindergarten to
third grade a significantly improved educational setting, even when it had designated resources
available to do so. DOE should consider performing year-end reviews of all such earmarked
funds if it is to be accountable for the conscientious and appropriate use of public funds levied
for specific benefits to children.
The full text of DOE’s response is included as an addendum to this report.
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FINDINGS
During Fiscal Year 2008, DOE did not spend $48.4 million (26.9 percent) of the $179.9
million of EGCSR funds in accordance with EGCSR guidelines and fell significantly short of
providing the required number of additional classrooms paid for with State EGCSR funds. DOE
used nearly $46.8 million of the $179.9 million in EGCSR funds earmarked for reducing early
grade class size to supplant $46.8 million in tax levy funds. By using EGCSR funds in place of
tax levy funds, schools free-up less restrictive money to spend on other budget items instead of
further reducing classroom averages. The $46.8 million should have been spent on creating an
additional 414 general education classes at 245 schools across the City, but these funds were
improperly used instead to pay for teacher positions that would have existed without the EGCSR
program In addition, 15 schools misspent $1.6 million on per diem absence coverage, cluster
teachers, and teacher removals (transfers, resignations, maternity leave, etc.) instead of using the
funds to create 14 new classrooms.4
DOE could have reduced average class size for general education in kindergarten through
third grade if new classes had been created. The DOE’s insufficient monitoring and planning,
and poor allocation of funds, however, significantly contributed to the failure to create the
required number of classrooms. Furthermore, enhanced ISC oversight could have identified
schools that received EGCSR funds but did not comply with early grade guidelines, lacked the
capacity to add classrooms, or did not need additional classrooms.
Table I below shows the allocation of EGCSR funds, by ISC, the amount of EGCSR
funds used to supplant tax levy funds, and the number of classes not created during Fiscal Year
2008.5

4

A cluster teacher is specially assigned to teaching elementary classes in music, art, science, health
education, other subjects, or the fundamental skills, and is not assigned a homeroom class.
5

Although DOE contributed $76.6 million in tax levy funds to sustain the number of EGCSR classrooms
established during previous years and voluntarily elected to keep the program in its original form, the
amounts cited in Table I are nonetheless considered to have been misused or used to supplant tax levy
funds since the EGCSR program was subject to DOE’s self-imposed restrictions during Fiscal Year 2008,
the period covered by this audit.
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Table I
Schedule of State EGCSR Funds as Allocated and
As Used to Supplant Tax Levy Funds
ISC

Funds
Expended

Classrooms
Allocated

Funds Used
to Supplant

Funds
Misspent

Manhattan
Bronx
Queens
Brooklyn
Staten Island
Total

$25,371,814
40,664,115
41,621,525
38,878,097
33,443,316
$179,978,867

229
371
357
352
286
1,595

$ 8,898,417
13,133,713
9,860,799
10,058,566
4,824,093
$46,775,588

$348,276
858,114
455,682
—
—
$1,662,072

Total Funds
Misused

Classrooms
Not
Created
$ 9,246,693
83
13,991,827
127
10,316,481
87
10,058,566
90
4,824,093
41
$48,437,660
428

DOE Used Nearly $46.8 Million in EGCSR Funds
To Supplant Tax Levy Funds
During Fiscal Year 2008, DOE used $46.8 million of EGCSR funds to supplant tax levy
funds at 245 schools across the City.6 Of the total $46.8 million that was misused, 115
elementary schools used more than $17.9 million to supplant tax levy funds instead of creating
159 additional classes, even though they had the need and capacity to add classrooms. An
additional $21 million was improperly allocated to 108 schools that did not have the capacity to
add 185 additional classrooms. Finally, $7.9 million was given to 46 schools to add 70 additional
classrooms, which already had class sizes of 20 students or less in kindergarten to third grade
and had no need of additional EGCSR funding. Insufficient monitoring and poor allocation of
funds contributed to the failure to create additional classrooms.
Schools that did not create or need additional classrooms should have returned the funds
to be reallocated to schools in need. Instead, they supplanted tax levy dollars, which allowed
Principals to use the freed-up tax levy money at their discretion. See Table II below for a
breakdown, by ISC, of the amount of EGCSR funds schools received, but used to supplant tax
levy funds.

6

Twenty-four schools had multiple exceptions. Therefore, there were 245 schools that supplanted tax levy
funds, not 269.
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Table II
EGSCR Funds Used to Supplant Tax Levy Monies,
By ISC
ISC

Manhattan
Bronx
Brooklyn
Queens
Staten Island
Total

Schools with
Space That Did
Not Create New
Classes
$3,159,709
3,702,446
5,362,416
3,593,912
2,093,295
$17,911,778

Schools without
The Capacity That
Received EGCSR
Funds
$3,766,612
8,005,487
2,015,236
5,557,255
1,659,381
$21,003,971

Schools without a
Need That
Received EGCSR
Funds
$1,972,096
1,425,780
2,680,914
709,633
1,071,416
$7,859,839

Total

$8,898,417
13,133,713
10,058,566
9,860,800
4,824,092
$46,775,588

Schools That Had the Space and Need Did Not
Create New Classes with $17.9 Million in EGCSR Funds
DOE allocated $17.9 million in EGCSR funding to 115 schools that had the capacity and
need to add classrooms. However, these 115 schools did not add an additional 159 classrooms
with the EGCSR funding received. The $17.9 million should have been used to hire teachers and
create additional classrooms to lower the average class size. DOE’s SAM, No. 2, states, “Funds
cannot be used to create classes that already have to be organized because of other programs.” In
other words, EGCSR funds cannot be used to pay for classes and teacher salaries that were
previously paid with other funding (i.e., tax levy). It appears that school Principals used EGCSR
funds for classrooms that should have been paid for or were previously paid for with tax levy
funds—a clear violation of SAM, No. 2.
To determine the number of classes needed with a goal of 25 students per class, and the
number of classes needed with a goal 20 students per class, we used the Look-Up Chart. Classes
listed under the 25 students per class section are the classes funded with tax levy money. Schools
that receive EGCSR funding are required to create classes in addition to those funded with tax
levy money to achieve a class size average of 20 students per class.7
For example, Bronx P.S. 36 had 94, 87, 90, and 76 students in kindergarten to third
grade, respectively, and was allocated EGCSR funding for four additional classes. Using the
Look-Up Chart, P.S. 36 should have created 15 tax levy classes (with 25 students) plus an
additional three EGCSR classes, for a total of 18 classes (according to the Look-Up Chart only
7

The lookup chart contains several sections where the recommended number of classrooms is the same
regardless whether the goal is to organize 20 or 25 students per class; therefore it may not be necessary to
add additional classes. Although the Look-Up Chart did not require the additional class, certain schools
were included in this section because they received EGCSR funds, did not add the required number of
additional classes, and had at least one grade (kindergarten to third grade) with an average class size above
21 students.
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three new classes were necessary). Table III below highlights general education data for P. S. 36,
which was obtained from the 2007-2008 Class Size Report and the Look-Up Chart.
Table III
Abstract of Class Size Report
Bronx P.S. 36



Grade

Number of
Students

Average
Class
Size

Actual
Number of
Classes

Kindergarten
1St Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
Total Classes

94
87
90
76

23.5
29
30
25.3

4
3
3
3
13

Look-Up Chart
Number of
Classes
25 Students
20
Students
4
5
4
4*
4
5
3
4
15
18

P.S. 36 received funding for one more additional class than was suggested by the Look-Up Chart.

P.S. 36 received $454,869 to create four EGCSR classes in addition to the 15 classes that
would have normally been paid for with tax levy funds. However, Bronx P.S. 36 created a total
of only 13 classes instead of the 18 suggested in the Look-Up Chart. According to the Galaxy
budgeting system, P.S. 36 paid for 3 of the 13 classes using EGCSR funds, thus using threefourths, or $356,835, of the EGCSR funds received instead of the tax levy funds that should have
funded these classes. According to P.S. 36, the remaining EGCSR funds were used to pay the
salary of a cluster teacher instead of creating the additional classroom—a violation of ECGSR
guidelines. As a result, average class sizes were not reduced and were significantly above the
early class size goal of 20 students per class. Had P.S. 36 followed the Look-Up Chart, average
early grade class sizes could have had 18.8, 21.7, 18, and 19 students per class in kindergarten to
third grade, respectively. (It should be noted that this school could have added the necessary
classrooms.)
Similarly, Brooklyn P.S. 327 was allocated $334,744 to create three EGCSR classes and
had an enrollment of 62, 76, 53, and 83 students in kindergarten to third grade, respectively.
According to the Look-Up Chart, P.S. 327 should have created 10 tax levy classes plus the 4
EGCSR classes for a total of 14 classes. However, P. S. 327 received EGCSR funds for only
three additional classes. The Class Size Report indicated that P.S. 327 created 11 general
education classes. Consequently, P.S. 327 created only one of the three early grade classes. The
one EGCSR class it did create resulted in a reduction of average class size from 31 to 20.7 in
kindergarten. The remaining two EGCSR classes could have been added to any combination of
first through third grades, but were not. Consequently, P.S. 327 supplanted $223,163 in tax levy
dollars, and all three grades had class sizes above 20, with highest being 27.7 in third grade.
Table IV below highlights general education data for P.S. 327, which was obtained from the
2007-2008 Class Size Report and the Look-Up Chart.
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Table IV
Abstract of Class Size Report
Brooklyn P.S.327
Grade

Number of
Students

Average
Class
Size

Actual
Number of
Classes

Kindergarten
1St Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
Total Classes

62
76
53
83

20.7
25.3
26.5
27.7

3
3
2
3
11

Look-Up Chart
Number of
Classes
25 Students
20
Students
2
3
3
4
2
3
3
4
10
14

Based on our analysis, the 115 schools cited here that had a need to reduce early grade
class size had the space to add classrooms and received EGCSR funds did not use the funds to
add the required number of classrooms. Each additional class created would have benefited not
only the students who filled them, but also the other general education classes within the entire
grade.
Inappropriate Allocation of $21 Million in
EGCSR Funds to Schools That Did Not
Have Space to Add Classrooms
DOE improperly allocated $21 million in EGCSR funds to 108 schools that did not have
the space to create an additional 185 classrooms. SAM No. 2 states, “State EGCSR funds can
only be allocated to schools where space is readily available to add new classes.” Since lack of
school space impeded the creation of EGCSR classrooms and the EGCSR funds were retained by
the schools, $21 million of EGCSR funds was used to substitute for a like amount in tax levy
monies.
For example, Bronx P.S. 64 in the Bronx was allocated $562,790 in EGCSR funds to add
five classes. According to the Look-Up Chart, for the number of students in general education
classes reported by DOE, P.S. 64 created only its tax levy classes and did not create the
additional EGCSR classes it received funding for. Consulting the Enrollment, Capacity, and
Utilization Report for 2007-2008 revealed that P.S. 64 did not have the capacity that year and
therefore was unable to add the EGCSR classrooms. Consequently, average class sizes in
Kindergarten to third grade were 24, 24.6, 23, and 25.8, respectively.
Although schools may have had a need for additional funds due to enrollment and
academic needs, State EGCSR funds should have been given to only those schools that had the
space to add additional classrooms. Alternatively, when space is not available, DOE had the
ability to allocate federal EGCSR funds, which are less restrictive. DOE guidelines for the
federal EGCSR funds state, “If space is not available to form additional classes, funds [federal
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EGCSR] may support push-in teachers to supplement the instructional program where space is
not available to create new classes.”
For example, Brooklyn Public P.S. 160 was initially allocated funding for three State
EGCSR classes, totaling $333,973. However, $223,049 for two classes was transferred from the
State EGCSR funds and replaced with federal EGCSR funds totaling $185,106, since the school
was well over capacity. It should be noted, however, that P.S. 160 was able to create the one
State EGCSR class with the funds it retained, lowering its class size average from 24.8 to 20.7 in
second grade—despite being nearly 20 percent over capacity.
Clearly, school capacity is a major impediment to new classroom formation. Schools that
did not have the capacity to create additional classrooms should not have received State EGCSR
funding. ISCs and Principals have a working knowledge of the limitations of their schools and
should have managed the restricted EGCSR funds within those constraints. By retaining these
funds, schools were allowed to supplant tax levy dollars and use the freed-up money at their
discretion.
Schools without a Need Used
$7.9 Million in EGCSR Funding
DOE allocated $7.9 million of EGCSR funds to create 70 additional classrooms at 46
schools that did not need the funding to achieve class sizes of 20 students or less in kindergarten
to third grade. According to the SAM No. 2, classrooms are to be allocated to schools based on
“overall projected enrollment in eligible grades.” While projecting enrollment has its limitations,
funds that were not needed because schools had early grade classes at or below an average of 20
students should have been returned. Instead, these EGCSR funds were kept by the schools and
were used to pay salaries that should have been paid with tax levy money, while the freed-up,
less restrictive tax levy money was spent in other areas.
For example, P.S. 38 in Manhattan was allocated three EGCSR classrooms and had 38,
44, 36, and 38 students in kindergarten to third grade, respectively. According to the Look-Up
Chart, each grade should have two classes, regardless of whether the goal was to have classes at
20 or 25 students per class. Two classes per grade would have allowed the average class sizes to
fall below 20 students in kindergarten, second grade, and third grade, without the use of EGCSR
funds. Since average class size for those three grades would have been below 20 without use of
EGCSR funds, P.S. 38 did not need two of the three classes. P.S. 38 did have a need to add a
first grade class since class size exceeded 20 students. However, P.S. 38 kept the funding for
the three classes (two classes it did not need, and the third it did not create). Consequently, P.S.
38 used all of the $327,324 EGCSR funding it received to replace tax levy funds that should
have been used to fund these classes. The EGCSR funds could have been reallocated to other
schools that needed to reduce class size.
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Misuse of $1.6 Million in EGCSR Funds
Fifteen schools misspent approximately $1.6 million of EGCSR funds that should have
been used for creating additional classrooms and for the salaries of teachers assigned to the
dedicated classrooms. Instead these funds were used to pay for cluster teachers, per diem absence
coverage, and teacher removals. The State EGCSR program did permit a portion of the funds to
be used for such purposes. SAM NO. 2 states, “Each full (1.0) classroom generates a 0.2 cluster
position. . . . These cluster teachers must be the individuals who actually provide coverage to the
teachers funded by [the EGCSR] program.” However, our review of Galaxy budgets for each of
the schools that did not create its required classes revealed that these 15 schools not only spent
the money allocated for cluster and absence coverage, but supplemented those areas with funds
that should have been spent on creating a new classroom. These schools did not attempt to
supplant other funds (as did others previously mentioned), but freely misspent the money. Table
V details, by ISC, the number of schools and amount of misspent EGCSR funds.
Table V
Schedule of Misspent Funds, by ISC
ISC

Number
of Schools

Amount of Misspent
EGCSR Funds

Bronx
Queens
Manhattan

7
4
4

$858,114
455,682
348,276

Total

15

$1,662,072

For example, P.S. 304 in the Bronx was allocated $227,473 in EGCSR funds to add two
additional classrooms. As previously stated, part of each EGCSR allocation are funds that can
be used for cluster teachers and absence coverage. P.S. 304 should have used $186,764 to pay
the salaries for two teachers in dedicated classrooms, $37,353 on cluster teachers, and $3,356 for
absence coverage. Applying the Look-Up Chart to the number of pupils in grades kindergarten to
third grade revealed that P.S. 304 created only tax levy classes and did not create the additional
EGCSR classes. As a result, average class size for each of those grades was more than 23
students. According to Galaxy, P.S. 304 budgeted the entire $227,473 on per diem absence
coverage. Subsequent to the issuance of the draft version of this report, DOE provided
documentation stating that these funds were not spent on per diem absence coverage. However,
the documentation provided did not indicate where these funds were used, nor whether they were
returned. Consequently, DOE did not provide proof that these funds were used in accordance
with EGCSR guidelines.
In another example, P.S. 146 in Queens was allocated $259,158 to add two additional
classrooms. P.S. 146 should have used $213,168 to pay the salaries of two teachers in dedicated
classrooms, $42,634 on cluster teachers, and $3,356 for absence coverage. Applying the LookUp Chart to the number of pupils in kindergarten to third grade revealed that P.S. 146 created
only tax levy classes and not the additional EGCSR classes. Consequently, average class size for
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each those grades was 21 and over. P.S. 146 used a portion of EGCSR money to supplant
$63,044 in tax levy money on a first grade teacher. The remaining EGCSR money was used to
pay for cluster teachers, such as allocating $106,584 to a reading/literacy cluster teacher instead
of a classroom teacher.
Had DOE personnel performed a cursory review, they could have easily identified those
schools that used EGCSR funds improperly.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Since DOE now follows the more flexible federal EGCSR guidelines, the audit’s
recommendations address the new federal policy in place as of Fiscal Year 2009.
DOE Central should:

1. Continue to give priority to new classroom formation.
2. Require schools to prepare a formal annual plan detailing whether funds will be used
to add classrooms or fund push-in teachers.

3. Require ISCs to monitor the use of EGCSR funding to verify that it is in accordance
with the plans established by those schools within their districts.

ISCs should:

4. Closely monitor the schools that plan to add a classroom to ensure that funds are used
only to create classrooms in additional to those that would have existed without the
EGCSR funds.

5. Make use of Enrollment, Capacity, and Utilization Reports and projected enrollments
for those schools that plan to add a push-in teacher to determine whether an additional
classroom can be added instead.

6. Require Principals to obtain formal preapproval first if their schools intend to deviate
from their plan’s original intended use of EGCSR funds.

7. Perform year-end reviews of each school that received EGCSR funding and
determine whether the schools complied with their original plans. ISCs should also
consider the Principal’s efforts to reduce early grade class size when making
subsequent year allocations.

OAG should:

8. Consider conducting random reviews of schools that receive EGCSR funding and
determine whether the schools complied with program guidelines.

DOE did not address the report’s recommendations.
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